On the stability of the atmosphere-vegetation system
in the Sahara/Sahel region
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Abstract

A conceptual model has been developed for the analysis of atmosphere-vegetation interaction in
subtropical deserts. The model can exhibit multiple stable states in the system: a \desert"
equilibrium with low precipitation and absent vegetation and a \green" equilibrium with
moderate precipitation and permanent vegetation cover. The conceptual model is applied to
interpret the results of two climate-vegetation models: a comprehensive coupled
atmosphere-biome model and a simple box model. In both applications, two stable states exist
for the western Sahara/Sahel region for the present-day climate, and the only green equilibrium
is found for the mid-Holocene climate. The latter agrees well with paleoreconstructions of
Sahara/Sahel climate and vegetation. It is shown that for present-day climate the green
equilibrium is less probable than the desert equilibrium, and this explains the existence of the
Sahara desert as it is today. The di erence in albedo between the desert and vegetation cover
appears to be the main parameter that controls an existence of multiple stable states. The
Charney's mechanism of self-stabilization of subtropical deserts is generalized by accounting for
atmospheric hydrology, the heat and moisture exchange at the side boundaries, and taking into
account the dynamic properties of the surface. The generalized mechanism explains the
self-stabilization of both desert and vegetation in the western Sahara/Sahel region. The role of
surface roughness in climate-vegetation interaction is shown to be of secondary importance in
comparison with albedo. Furthermore, for the high albedo, precipitation increases with
increasing roughness while, for the low albedo, the opposite is found.

1. Introduction

The study of the climate-vegetation interaction is
a promising topic in climate system modeling, as this
interaction could be crucial for the understanding of
some climate phenomena. For example, the climate
of the mid-Holocene, some 6 kyr B.P. (6000 years
before present) during which large parts of the Sahara were covered by vegetation [Hoelzmann et al.,
1998] and boreal forests were found northward of their
present-day limit, cannot be realistically modeled if
the vegetation-atmosphere feedback is omitted [Foley et al., 1994; Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Texier et
al., 1997; Kutzbach et al, 1997]. Likewise, the cooling
of the northern hemisphere during last glacial inception (some 115 kyr B.P.) owing to changes in orbital
forcing seems to have been strongly ampli ed by a
southward shift of the northern boundary of the boreal forest [Gallimore and Kutzbach, 1996; deNoblet
et al., 1996].
The energy balance model, introduced by Budyko
[1969] and Sellers [1969] and developed in greater
depth later on by Held and Suarez [1974], Ghil
[1976], North et al. [1981], and Saltzman [1985],
showed that a positive albedo-temperature feedback
in the high latitudes could result in two di erent stable states: either an \ice-free" or an \ice-covered"
Earth. The one-dimensional radiative-equilibrium
model by Li et al. [1997] also yields two stable equilibria of vertical temperature pro les. The interesting question is whether the feedbacks between climate and vegetation could be strong enough to support the di erent steady states of the system on a
regional or global level. A zero-dimensional model of
climate-vegetation interaction by Svirezhev and von
Bloh [1996] pointed to the possibility of the multiple equilibria in the system on a global level. In this
model, vegetation cover has a low albedo, in contrast
with bare soil or snow with a high albedo.
It is important that the multiple stable states phenomenon was detected not only in simple models but
also in a comprehensive climate-biome model. When
coupling the atmospheric general circulation model
ECHAM, developed at the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology in Hamburg [Roeckner et al., 1992],
with an equilibrium vegetation or the BIOME model
by Prentice et al. [1992], Claussen [1994, 1997,
1998] found that starting from di erent initial conditions the system comes to di erent climate-vegetation
states in Sahara/Sahel region. Under present-day
conditions of the Earth's orbital parameters and sea-
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surface temperature, two stable equilibria of vegetation patterns are possible. One solution corresponds
to present-day sparse vegetation in the Sahel and deserted Sahara (desert equilibrium), the second solution yields savanna which extends far into the western part of the Sahara (green equilibrium). A similar picture is obtained for conditions during the last
glacial maximum (LGM), 21 kyr B.P. [Kubatzki and
Claussen, 1998; Claussen et al., 1998]. For the midHolocene, however, the coupled model nds only one
solution: the green Sahara [Claussen and Gayler,
1997]. The equilibria in terms of background albedo
are shown in Figure 1.
One very important part of the biogeophysical
feedback operating in the Sahara/Sahel region can be
explained in terms of Charney's [1975] theory of selfstabilization of subtropical deserts due to their high
albedo [see, also, Dickinson, 1982]. This theory treats
desert as an isolated object and deals mainly with
the radiative properties of the surface; for example,
it does not explicitly take into account the hydrological cycle. Meanwhile, heat and moisture exchange
at the boundaries (e.g., due to the summer monsoon
from the Atlantic Ocean) play a rather important role
in the climate of the West Sahara. Emanuel [1994]
showed that the moist static energy and its uxes are
crucial quantities in moist atmospheres. According
to Eltahir and Gong [1996], the meridional gradient
of moist entropy (or moist static energy) between the
land region and the Atlantic Ocean is the main factor determining the precipitation dynamics over West
Africa. The budget of moist static energy in West
Africa is analyzed and modeled by Zheng and Eltahir
[1997].
If we study the multiple equilibria phenomenon
from a mathematical point of view the most simple,
or a conceptual model of the phenomenon must be a
dynamical system of several key variables which play
the main role in the interaction. In our paper, we
rst present a conceptual model, which deals with
only two dynamic variables: one for vegetation and
one for climate. This model is very simple, but it
enables the multistable solutions to be represented.
The advantage of the simple model lies in the possibility of understanding how basic physical mechanisms could work in more complex models; for detailed discussion of the usefulness of simple models
in climate modeling see, for example, Ghil [1989].
Second, we demonstrate that this model is useful in
the interpretation of results of comprehensive climatevegetation model (ECHAM-BIOME). Third, we ap-
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ply the conceptual model for a simple box model of
climate-vegetation interaction in subtropical deserts.
That allows us to test the dependence of the multiple solutions in climate-vegetation system on internal
(albedo and roughness) and external (CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and insolation) parameters
and extend Charney's [1975] analysis of the biogeophysical feedback in the Sahara/Sahel region.

land is the bare soil, or desert fraction. Generally, V
depends on both the temperature and precipitation
factors, but within the narrow temperature interval
we can neglect the temperature impact.
We write the interdependence of the two system
variables, the vegetation fraction V and precipitation
P, in the general form of dynamic equations:

2. Conceptual Model of AtmosphereVegetation Interaction in Subtropical
Desert in North Africa

dV = W(V; P );
(1)
dt
dP = Q(V; P; E);
(2)
dt
where E are the external parameters (e.g., insolation and CO2 concentration in the atmosphere). The
characteristic time of system variables, i.e., a time of
system attraction to equilibrium, is di erent for variables P and V . For precipitation, it is roughly several
weeks, and, for vegetation, it is rather decades than
years. Therefore, applying Tikhonov's theorem about
the solution's dependence on a small parameter [see,
e.g., Hubbard and West, 1995], we can separate the
slow variable from the fast one and study the only
dynamic equation for the slow variable, vegetation,
in the vicinity of the equilibrium manifold for the fast
variable, precipitation:

The dependence of vegetation on climate in subtropical deserts and semideserts can in a rst approximation be expressed in terms of precipitation because the vegetation productivity is strictly limited
by low water availability. Vegetation does not cover
all the land surface, and between plants there is bare
soil, sometimes covered with plant residues. The drier
the climate is, the scarcer is the vegetation and the
greater is the fraction of bare soil. Physical characteristics of bare soil (albedo, roughness, and water conductivity) di er from those of vegetation cover. That,
in turn, creates a basis for the in uence of vegetation
on climate.
The subtropical region is under the strong in uence of a downward branch of Hadley's circulation
which causes low air humidity and low precipitation
at all seasons except during the summer. In the
summer season, Hadley's circulation over the region
becomes weaker while the monsoon from the ocean
brings moist air to the continents. Since precipitation
in the subtropics depends upon these two counteracting factors, they are very sensitive both to external
climate conditions (like insolation and zonally averaged circulation) and local factors (like land surface
cover and sea surface temperature). We assumed that
under xed external climate conditions the precipitation P over suciently large and homogeneous area
in the subtropics depends only on the averaged vegetation fraction but not on speci c types of vegetation
cover. This assumption is justi ed by the fact that the
physical characteristics of bare soil (albedo, roughness, and water conductivity) di er substantially from
those for any type of vegetation.
By the vegetation fraction V in a large area (comparable with the spatial resolution of general circulation models (GCMs)), we understand a fraction of
land covered with any vegetation, at least during some
season favorable to vegetation. The other fraction of

Q(V; P; E) = 0:
(3)
Let us suggest that for xed V and E, (3) has
unique solution P = P  (V; E). Than we can substitute it into (1)
dV = W(V; P  (V; E)):
(4)
dt
We use the common hypothesis that the vegetation
distribution is mainly climate dependent [Holdridge,
1947; Woodward, 1987; Prentice et al., 1992]; that
is, the other environmental factors are of secondary
importance. In our case that means that in equilibrium V = V  (P). Because we determine V  (P) as
an equilibrium response to climate, the right part of
(4) must depend on the di erence of V  (P) ; V . The
most simple dynamic equation which satis es these
rules is
dV = 1 (V  (P) ; V );
(5)
dt

P = P (V; E);
(6)
where  is a characteristic time of vegetation dynamics.
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Equation (5) is consistent with the equation for
dynamics of vegetation carbon, C [see, e.g., Foley et
al., 1994; Post et al., 1997], which can be written as
dC = N ; mC;
(7)
p
dt
assuming that C and V are monotonically interdependent, the mortality rate, m, is constant and the net
primary productivity, Np , depends on climate only
[Lieth, 1975]; that is, in our case Np = Np (P). It is
interesting that (5), although in di erent terms, was
already used by Gutman [1985].
The stability of the solutions of the system (equations (5) and (6)) is conveniently explored by using
the Lyapunov functional [see, e.g., Drazin and Reid,
1981] in the form:
ZV1
(V  (P  (v; E)) ; v)dv: (8)
F(V; E) = ;

V0
Because dF=dV = ;dV =dt, it follows from (5) that
the minima of F(V ) represent the stable stationary
solutions of the conceptual model (equations (5) and
(6)), relative maxima the unstable stationary solutions.
Equations (5) and (6) are a dynamical system,
which could be parameterized and solved explicitly.
We are interested in the existence of multiple stable
solutions. Therefore, instead of solving the system
(equations (5) and (6)) explicitly, we will analyze the
solutions of the equilibrium manifolds:
V = V  (P );
P = P (V; E):

(9)
(10)

For this purpose, we use the convenient method
of phase plane analysis. The equilibrium manifolds
(9) and (10) are represented by curves on a phase
plane (see Figure 2). In the following, we will seek
parameterization for these dependencies.
The dependence of V = V  (P ) in subtropical
deserts obeys the following quite general rule: V is
near zero up to some threshold Pcr , then it grows fast,
and nally approaches a saturation level V = 1. The
dependency V = V  (P) can be parameterized in different forms: for instance, in a logistic or hyperbolic
form. This dependency is a potential one because ,
a characteristic time of vegetation dynamics toward
V  (P), ranges from years to decades. Precipitation,
in turn, increases monotonically while V increases.

Generally, P (V; E) is nonlinear, but, for simplicity,
we show it as linear in Figure 2.
The points of intersection of the curves V  (P) and

P (V; E) in Figure 2 are the equilibria of the climatevegetation system. In the general case, the two curves
intersect at either one or three points. The case of
one intersection corresponds to one stable equilibrium
in the climate-vegetation system. It could be either
a desert equilibrium (case I) or a green equilibrium
(case III). The case II shows three solutions, one of
which (II ) appears to be unstable and separates the
domains of attraction of the stable equilibria. The
multiple equilibria case is relatively rare and could
appear only under the speci c conditions discussed
below in section 4.3. The nongeneral, or degenerate,
case of two intersection points of curves V  (P ) and
P (V; E) corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation.

3. Interpretation of ECHAM-BIOME
Results

We use two data sets in our study, which are
outputs of ECHAM-BIOME experiments [Claussen,
1997; Claussen and Gayler, 1997]. The rst is the result of an experiment with the ECHAM3-T21 model
(spatial resolution approximately 5.6) for presentday climate, and the second is the result of an experiment with the ECHAM3-T42 model (spatial resolution approximately 2.8) for the mid-Holocene climate, some 6 kyr B.P. The climate model results are
valid only on a large scale; therefore we used a study
area equal to 10 cells of T21 resolution (see Figure 1)
with the boundaries 16.8-27N and 11.2W-16.8E,
equivalent to a size of about 10002000 km.
The BIOME model [Prentice et al., 1992] uses a
climate-vegetation classi cation which operates with
a high level of vegetation formations, namely biomes,
for example tropical seasonal forest or savanna. From
a mathematical point of view, this classi cation is discrete, as the number of biomes is nite. For one cell of
the climate model, the discreteness of the vegetation
description causes discrete dynamics of land-surface
characteristics (albedo, roughness, vegetation fraction, etc.). Nonetheless, averaged over a large number of cells in a climate model, the response of landsurface characteristics to climate dynamics is much
smoother than for one cell. That forced us to use the
continuous function V  (P ) for interpretation of the
experiment's results.
The ECHAM-BIOME experiments were performed
with the following methodology: (1) Initially, the
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North Africa biomes land cover was prescribed as
either desert or tropical rain forest; (2) the climate
model output was averaged for 5 years and the average climate was used as an input to BIOME to classify the new biome cover; (3) this new biome cover
was xed for the next 5-year experiment with the climate model; and (4) these iteration steps between
ECHAM and BIOME were continued until equilibrium was achieved.
In the case of desert, the albedo of bare soil was
prescribed in accordance with the soil texture: either
\dark" desert with albedo 0.2 or sand desert with
albedo 0.35. An albedo of vegetation was prescribed
at intervals from 0.12 for rain forest up to 0.2 for warm
grass.
For present-day conditions, the initial conditions
for desert were stable: The desert remained in the
study area. The initial conditions for rain forest were
not stable, and, after two iteration steps, the biomes
distribution in the area was stabilized with a mixture
of savanna, succulent woods, warm grass, and desert
(see Figure 1). We call this stable branch of solution
the green equilibrium because more than a half of the
study area is covered by vegetation. In the green equilibrium, the precipitation is roughly 10 times greater
than in the desert equilibrium.
The experiment with the climate conditions of midHolocene showed a very di erent system dynamics.
The initial conditions for desert were characterized
by a high level of precipitation (235 mm/yr), and
the desert was not stable. Started from initial conditions for desert, the system showed a step-by-step
progression of vegetation into the study area. The
important results which we can obtain from the latter experiment are the equilibrium responses curves
V  (P ) and P (V; E). On a phase plane showing precipitation versus the vegetation fraction, we draw the
points with the iteration results joined by arrows (see
Figure 3). For every iteration step, except the initial
one, there are two points with the same precipitation. The vegetation fraction for these two points is
di erent: One corresponds to precipitation from the
present iteration and the second corresponds to precipitation from the previous iteration. If we t the
points, for instance, with a hyperbolic dependence for
V  (P ) and a linear dependence for P  (V; E), we get
upper and lower boundaries of system dynamic trajectory, respectively. This method is similar to the
so-called \stair step" or \Lamerey diagram" method
which is used in dynamical system theory [see, e.g.,
Robinson, 1995; Svirezhev and Passekov, 1990]. Two

curves intersect at the single point where precipitation
is 660 mm/yr, which corresponds to the unique green
equilibrium for mid-Holocene climate.
We use the hyperbolic curve for the V  (P ) dependency:

if P < Pcr (11)
V  (P ) = 01 ;
1
otherwise;
1+a(P ;Pcr )2
where Pcr is a threshold value of annual mean precipitation below which no vegetation can exist in the
long term. It is assumed that the evolution of plant
species is a negligibly slow process and therefore these
values are taken as invariable for the case of presentday climate. For P  (V; E) dependence we used the
linear t
P  (V; E) = Pd (E) + b(E)V;
(12)
where Pd is precipitation over desert. Some background for using the linear t comes from the results
of the dynamic climate model, which is discussed in
section 4.3. The values of parameters of (11) and
(12), obtained by tting of the ECHAM-BIOME results, are given in Table 1.
The curves V  (P) and P (V; E) intersect three
times for present-day climate and one time for midHolocene climate. Therefore, in terms of the conceptual model, present-day climate corresponds to three
equilibria
(case II in Figure 2), and the mid-Holocene corresponds to the unique green equilibrium (case III). The
Lyapunov functional (equation (8)) reveals one minimum for the mid-Holocene but two for present-day
climate (see Figure 4). Moreover, in Figure 4 the
relative minimum corresponding to the green equilibrium for present-day is rather at. Therefore any sufciently large perturbation, for instance a prolonged
drought such as is observed to occur at the decadal
timescale [e.g. Lamb and Peppler, 1992], could take
the system to the desert equilibrium.

4. A Box Model of the
Climate-Vegetation Interaction
in the Western Sahara
The results of the ECHAM-BIOME model provide us with a certain picture of the system behavior, but the high computational costs of the ECHAM
model do not allow us to make an extensive analysis
of results sensitivity to external and internal parameters. To get a tool for such an analysis, a box model
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of climate-vegetation interaction in the Western Sahara has been designed. The box model is a realization of the conceptual model (equations (5) and (6)),
where the dependency V = V  (P) is derived from the
observed data of vegetation and climate in the Sahara/Sahel region and the dependency P = P  (V; E)
is obtained from a simple dynamic model of climate
in the region. With the box model, we analyze the
system behavior for the present-day climate and the
double CO2 climate and perform a transient experiment from the mid-Holocene to the present.

4.1. A Vegetation Dependence on Climate
in the Sahara/Sahel Region

To obtain a dependence V  (P), we use the Olson et al.
[1985] ecosystem map and the Leemans and Cramer [1991] climate data set following
the approach of continuous vegetation description by
Brovkin et al. [1997]. The main natural and seminatural ecosystems in North Africa are described by
a xed value of the vegetation fraction. We use \adhoc" values of the vegetation fraction: 0 for desert
and semidesert, 0.3 for warm grass, 0.6 for succulent
and thorn woods, 0.8 for dry and highland scrub, 1
for savanna, and 1 for forests. These values are similar to the values of the vegetation ratio presented by
Claussen [1994]. To exclude the temperature factor,
the vegetation fraction and the annual amount of precipitation are taken for land cells with an annual mean
temperature in the interval between 25 and 29C (total area about 6106 km2). The data for the vegetation fraction in response to precipitation are tted to
hyperbolic dependence (11). In terms of conceptual
model, the values of parameters in (11) are di erent
from those obtained by the ECHAM-BIOME interpretation (see Table 1), as they are valid for di erent
vegetation descriptions and spatial scales.

4.2. A Dynamic Model of Climate
in Subtropical Deserts

The climate model is developed only for the summer season because the rainfall in subtropical deserts
takes place mainly at this time of the year. The summer climate in subtropical deserts is in uenced mainly
by the following dynamic patterns: Hadley circulation, zonal wind, local (e.g., monsoon) circulation,
and convection. The in uence of synoptic-scale activity, planetary scale quasi-stationary waves, centers
of action, and near-equatorial systems of motion (e.g.,
Southern Oscillation and Kelvin waves) is ignored in
a rst approximation.

The atmosphere is presented by two layers: the
planetary boundary layer (PBL) with the surface
layer (SL) at its lower boundary and the free troposphere. The underlying land is represented by one
soil layer. The main variables are the air temperature at the upper boundary of the PBL, TB , and the
speci c humidity at the upper boundary of the SL,
qvs. The other variables are the zonal and meridional components of wind, vertical velocity, w, and
pressure. Relative humidity at the upper boundary
of the SL, fs , cloudiness, n, intensity of rainfall, Pr ,
and mean annual precipitation, P = s Pr , where s
is summer season duration describe the hydrological
cycle in the model.
All climate variables are divided into a zonal average (denoted by the overbars in the text) and deviation from this average. Zonal averages of climate variables as well as TB and fs at the side boundaries of the
study area are speci ed in the model relevant to summer conditions of the present-day or other climate under consideration. Zonal averages of meridional and
zonal winds represent the Hadley cell and zonal ow
(in particular, the northern part of trade wind circulation). The deviations from the zonal averages of
winds are attributed, in particular, to the monsoontype circulations between the study area and adjacent
oceanic and sea regions.
Ignoring heat and water storage in the atmosphere
and soil, heat and water uxes at the bottom of the
soil layer, and run-o , the heat budget for the total
unit column of the atmosphere-soil system is
F#SH (1 ; ASY ) ; F"TH + AT = 0:
(13)
The rst term in (13) is the solar radiation modied by the planetary albedo. It is a function of the insolation I0 , the mean solar zenith angle , the cloudiness, and the albedo of the clouds and surface.
The term F"TH , net longwave radiation at the upper boundary of the system, is treated in accordance
with Budyko [1982] as a function of the surface air
temperature, cloudiness, and the CO2 concentration
in the atmosphere qc. Neglecting run-o from the
area, the balance of the bulk atmospheric moisture
content over the area is reduced to
Aq = 0:
(14)
The advective term AT in (13) and the advection of
the atmospheric moisture Aq are treated explicitly in
accordance with Petoukhov [1980] and Petoukhov and
Ganopolski [1994].
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Vegetation exerts an impact on climate through
the surface albedo AS and surface roughness z0. AS
is supposed to depend linearly on V , while aggregation of z0 is done by aggregation drag coecients
[Claussen, 1991], see (A14) and (A15).
The climate model is developed in two stages.
First, the governing equations (13) and (14) were
written for spatially distributed variables inside the
area. As a result, all climate variables are expressed
in terms of the prescribed zonal averages and TB and
qvs. The latter two main variables can be resolved
from two governing equations at given boundary conditions. The solution to this boundary-value problem yields, nally, the nonlinear dependence P =
P  (V; I0; ; qc; ; ). Second, to perform a rather simple analytical treatment of the problem, the governing equations are averaged over the study area and
rewritten in terms of area-averaged variables. The nal analytical expression for P (V; I0 ; ; qc) is given in
the appendix (equations (A1)-(A15)).
The dynamic climate model is applied to the region
of the Western Sahara (see Figure 1) using parameters
listed in Table 2. The reference CO2 concentration in
the atmosphere, qc0, is taken as an observed value for
the year 1970.

4.3. Results for Present-Day Climate

For an experiment with the present-day climate,
the insolation I0 and the solar zenith angle  are taken
as the present-day summer conditions (Table 2). The
CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is equal to the
reference concentration: qc=qc0 . The air humidity and
temperature at the side boundaries are taken as observed for the adjacent oceanic and sea regions to the
west (eastern Atlantic), north (Mediterranean basin),
and south (equatorial Atlantic) and over the adjacent
land region to the east of the study area (Table 2).
In Figure 5, the results of the calculation of P as
a function of V are shown against the V  (P). One
can see in Figure 5 that two stable equilibria exist for
present climate conditions, namely the desert equilibrium (as observed now) and the green equilibrium
(vegetation covers more than 70% of the study area),
depicted by points 1 and 2, respectively. The unstable equilibrium (point 3) separates the domains of
attractions of the desert and green solutions.
We test the model sensitivity to internal parameters. The slope of the curve P = P  (V; E) depends
mainly on the di erence in albedo between vegetation and desert. If the di erence is small, the second

equilibria does not exist. In none of the experiments
with realistic boundary and initial conditions in the
Western Sahara do we succeed in obtaining the second equilibrium if the albedo di erence is less than
0.16. If the lowest albedo value for the semidesert
vegetation is xed at 0.14, then the multiple equilibria can be obtained only if the desert albedo is higher
than 0.3. That is possible only for near-oceanic sand
deserts like the Sahara.
Let us point out that the dynamic climate model
justi es a posteriori our suggestion that precipitation
is signi cantly dependent on vegetation cover in the
region, and this dependence has a nearly linear form
(see Figure 5). Moreover, the parameters of the linearized dependence for the box model are numerically
close to results of the ECHAM-BIOME model (see
Table 1).
To get a deeper insight in the vegetation-atmosphere
interaction, we analyze the sensitivity of precipitation
to surface parameters: albedo and roughness. At any
given constant roughness, an increase of albedo AS
leads to decrease of precipitation (Table 3). This effect can be explained by Charney's theory (see Introduction): the higher the albedo is, the higher is
the radiative sink in the system (-Rnet = ;F#SH (1 ;
ASY ) + F"TH ), the lower are the temperature TB , the
vertical velocity, the cloudiness and, nally, the precipitation (see Table 3).
For the xed albedo, the radiative sink Rnet in the
system always decreases with increasing roughness,
while the precipitation response to roughness change
is more complex. For the high albedo, the precipitation increases with increasing roughness, but, for the
low albedo, the tendency is the opposite (see Table
3). Precipitation is computed as a function of the
mean air temperature at the top of the PBL, TB , the
cloudiness, n, the vertical velocity at the top of the
PBL, w(h), and the relative humidity, fs (see (A1)).
The parameters n, w(h), and fs increase with the increasing z0 , but TB decreases. Simultaneous increase
of w(h) and decrease of TB with increasing z0 is the
consequence of the increase of the cross-isobar angle,
which leads to the intensi cation of the monsoon-type
circulation over the region.
Let us note that the increase of V is accompanied
by the simultaneous decrease of AS and increase of
z0 . Owing to more pronounced in uence of the AS
on P (see Table 3), the increase of P with increasing
V is accompanied by the increase of Rnet, i.e., by a
decrease of the radiative sink in the system.
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4.4. Results for Double CO Climate
2

To study the impact of CO2 on the climate in the
area, an experiment for doubled preindustrial CO2
concentration (560 ppm) is undertaken. The temperature TL is taken as 2 K higher than for the presentday, in order to account for the mean zonal warming.
The other parameters are the same as for present-day
climate (see Table 2).
One can see from the results in Figure 5 that as
for present-day climate two stable equilibria exist in
the system, but, for the double CO2 climate, the P =
P  (V; E) curve shifts to the right (more precipitation
P at a given V ), and it is steeper (has a larger value
of @P=@V ) than for present climate. The unstable
equilibrium for the double CO2 climate (point 4) is
located at value V , which is less than for present-day
climate. Therefore the probability of the realization
of the green equilibrium increases with the increasing
CO2 content of the atmosphere.
Figure 6 depicts the Lyapunov functional F (V; E)
(see (8)). The functional F(V; E) reveals two minima
for present-day and double CO2 climate. Moreover,
the minimum corresponding to the desert equilibrium
for the present-day is lower than the minimum of the
green equilibrium. The inverse picture is valid for the
double CO2 climate: The minimum for green equilibrium is lower than that for the desert equilibrium.
The increase of P for the double CO2 climate in
comparison with the present-day conditions can be
explained by the simultaneous increase of the main
precipitation driving parameters TB ; TL , w(h), n,
fs , and TB (see (A1)). The TB ; TL di erence and
therefore w(h) are higher due to a speci c feature
of the greenhouse e ect [see, e.g., Houghton et al.,
1992]: Over the land regions with relatively high surface albedo and low humidity, this e ect is higher than
over the adjacent ocean regions. Let us note that TB
is higher due to the higher side boundary temperature
TL , and n is higher due to the higher air humidity at
the side boundaries.

4.5. Results for Paleoclimate

In order to analyze the system dynamics in the
Western Sahara during the Holocene, the transient
experiment is undertaken with the box model. The
dynamics of main climate forcings, I0 (t); (t), and
qc(t) are taken into account. Insolation and solar
zenith angle in the past are calculated, based on the
dynamics of the Earth's orbital parameters (eccentricity, perihelion, and obliquity) in accordance with

Berger [1978, 1996]. The dynamics of CO2 in the atmosphere are taken from the ice core studies [Barnola
et al., 1993; Neftel et al., 1993]. The boundary con-

ditions, including air temperature and humidity, are
prescribed by present climate values. Moreover, we
assume that the vegetation dynamics are always faster
than the dynamics of external forcing and therefore
the vegetation is always in quasi-equilibrium with climate, or V = V  (P).
The dynamics of system solutions in terms of precipitation P = P  (V; I0 (t); (t); qc(t)) from the early
Holocene to present day are presented in Figure 7.
The two stable branches of the solution, the green
branch with relatively high precipitation and the
desert branch with low precipitation (see Figure 7),
are separated by the unstable branch. In the early
Holocene, some 10 kyr ago, only the green equilibrium existed in the area with annual precipitation
about 600 mm/yr. Owing to decreased summer insolation, the precipitation declined to 400 mm/yr at
the end of mid-Holocene, and the stable desert equilibrium appeared (about 6 kyr B.P. in the model).
The impact of solar insolation on precipitation in the
model is similar to the impact of CO2 concentration
in the atmosphere discussed above.
It is interesting to estimate when the green equilibrium was replaced by the desert equilibrium during
the late Holocene. The dynamic climate model, due
to its simplicity, can reproduce only abrupt changes
in climate which correspond to a switch from one solution branch to another. To assess when this switch
could occur in the model, the Lyapunov functional
is calculated and is presented for several time slices
in Figure 6. In Figure 6, the equilibria correspond
to the minima of the functional. For 6.2 kyr B.P.,
there is the only minimum that corresponds to green
equilibrium. For present days, there are two minima:
The desert equilibrium is at an absolute minimum
and the green equilibrium is at a relative minimum.
Some 3.6 kyr B.P. both equilibria have the same values of the Lyapunov functional (see Figure 6). In
this sense, the green equilibrium became less stable
than desert equilibrium after 3.6 kyr B.P. More precisely, the switch from one solution branch to another
depends on the possibility for the system to \jump"
over the maximum which separates the two minima
in Figure 6. The real system always has some degree of stochastic behavior because of the variability
of external forcing. The switch from one solution to
another becomes possible if the variability of the Lyapunov functional becomes compatible with the height
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of maximum. Moreover, this switch could be initiated
by changes in vegetation cover, caused, for example,
by anthropogenic activity (cropland degradation and
pasture overgrazing). Therefore the correct study of
the system transition requires an application of a dynamic model, which has to take into account the high
variability of precipitation in the area, the characteristic timescale of the response of vegetation to climate
change, and anthropogenic impact. The development
of such a model is beyond the scope of this paper.

5. Conclusions
A conceptual model has been developed for the
analysis of atmosphere-vegetation interaction in subtropical deserts. On the basis of the vegetationprecipitation feedback, the conceptual model can exhibit multiple stable states in the system: a desert
equilibrium with low precipitation and absent vegetation and a green equilibrium with moderate precipitation and permanent vegetation cover. The conceptual model is applied for interpretation of the results of two climate-vegetation models: a comprehensive coupled atmosphere-biome model and a simple
box model. In both applications, two stable states
exist for the Western Sahara/Sahel region for the
present-day climate, and the only green equilibrium is
found for the mid-Holocene climate. In the terms of
the Lyapunov functional, the relative minimum corresponding to the green equilibrium is rather at for
present-day climate. Any suciently large perturbation of the atmosphere-vegetation system in the Sahara/Sahel region could, in principle, push the potentially green Western Sahara into a desert condition.
This would explain the existence of the Sahara desert
as it is today, in spite of the fact that the ECHAMBIOME model, as well as the box model, predicts
that a green Western Sahara is possible as well.
Charney's mechanism of selfstabilization of subtropical deserts is generalized by accounting for atmospheric hydrology, the heat and moisture exchange
at the side boundaries, and dynamic properties of
the surface. The generalized mechanism explains the
self-stabilization of both desert and vegetation in the
Western Sahara/Sahel region. We have studied the
sensitivity of the multiple equilibria phenomenon to
surface albedo and roughness. The slope of curve
P  (V; E) depends mainly on the di erence in albedo
between vegetation and desert. If the di erence is
small, the second equilibria does not exist. The role
of surface roughness in climate-vegetation interaction

is found to be of secondary importance in comparison with albedo, while roughness could modify the
precipitation in the opposite direction than albedo.
In experiments with the box model for double CO2
concentration in the atmosphere, the precipitation
for a given vegetation fraction in Western Sahara increases. Therefore the probability of the occurrence
of more vegetated spots in the region increases with
the increasing CO2 content in the atmosphere.
The box model is used for analysis of the stability
of the atmosphere-vegetation system in the Western
Sahara during the transition from the Holocene to
the present-day under external forcing by insolation
and CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. In the
early Holocene, some 10 kyr ago, only the green equilibrium existed in the region. Because of decreased
summer insolation, the precipitation declined, and the
stable desert equilibrium appeared about 6 kyr B.P.
Some 3.6 kyr B.P., both equilibria had the same values of the Lyapunov functional, and, in this sense,
the green equilibrium became less stable than desert
equilibrium after 3.6 kyr B.P.
The presented models cannot, of course, prove the
existence of multiple solutions of the atmospherevegeta-tion system. However, they provide a consistent picture by predicting the stability of the equilibrium solutions.

Appendix: Equations of the Dynamic
Climate Model
P = 0 s w(h)nqs(TB )fs ;

(A1)

n = x2 (1 + 0 w(h));

(A2)

fs = x1 ;
n0 2

(A3)

T
w(h) = Rh (TB ; TL ) ;  + K
H ;
s

where

0

(A4)

TB = TL + x21 ; bb1 ;
n0 b2 2

(A5)

x + 4axcx ) ;
x = ;bx + (b2a

(A6)

1
2

2

x

(A7)

bx = s cB0 + Rh cp 12 0 H0(;a ; ;0 ) ;
sn0 b2

(A8)

cx = I0 cos (1 ; AS ) ; c[A0 + B0 (Tc ; bb1 )] (A9)
2
b
c
1
p 0 H0
+  (;a ; ;0)(Rh b + );
s
2
fs;2U + fs;1 Hh0
U + ; ;

2
X
b2 = U +Rh  (fs;i
; i=1
+; cos   fs;i cos i);

Rh = f  hR
 sin
0  ae cos 
sin

os

(A10)
(A11)

os ;

ln2 zzS0 ;1
= [2 + (2jf0jK0 ) 21 2 ju(h)
j] ;

AS = V Av + (1 ; V )Ad ;

(A14)

(ln2 zzb );1 = V (ln2 zzb );1 +(1 ; V )(ln2 zzb );1 ; (A15)
0
v
d
R 1 ;zh
Rh
where U = 0 e jujdz,  = 0 cos 1jvjdz, qs (TB ) =
q0e(l0 L=R)(TB ;T0 )=(TB T0 ) , Tc = TL ; T0 , f0 = 2! sin ,
c = (1 ;  ln qqcc0 ), s = ae  cos ,  = 2=; +
P
; cos  2i=1 cos i ,  = (1 +2 )=2, ; =  =,
 = (2 ; 1)=(2); and  = (2 ; 1)=(2).
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Figure 1. The stable solutions obtained in ECHAM-BIOME model for (a,b) present-day and (c) mid-Holocene in
terms of background albedo. The solid line represents the areas where multiple equilibria solutions appear.
Figure 2. Schematic draft of the conceptual model. The solid curve represents the dependence of equilibrium vegetation on annual mean precipitation (equation (11)). The dashed line represents the linear model of precipitation
as a function of vegetation cover. Cases I and III correspond to one equilibrium solution, desert Id and green IIIg ,
respectively; case II corresponds to the stable desert IId and green IIg equilibria as well as the unstable II solution.
Figure 3. Results for mid-Holocene climate: interpretation of ECHAM-BIOME experiment. The iterations are
shown by arrows.
Figure 4. Lyapunov functional for present-day, mid-Holocene climates: interpretation of ECHAM-BIOME experiments.
Figure 5. Results for present-day and double CO2 climates: box model.

Figure 6. Lyapunov functional for present-day, 3.6 kyr B.P. and 6.2 kyr B.P. climate: box model.
Figure 7. Dynamics of system solution in terms of precipitation P during the last 10 kyr. The top line is the

green branch of the solution; the bottom line is the desert branch of the solution; the dashed line represents the
unstable branch of the solution.
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Table 1. Conceptual Model Parameters
Model

Pcr

a

ECHAM-BIOME 120 2  10;5
Box model
60 5  10;5

Pd
b
Pres. M-Hol. Pres. M-Hol.
40
50

235
80

590
360

500
420

Pres. is the present-day climate and M-Hol. is the mid-Holocene climate
(6.2 kyr B.P. for box model).
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Table 2. Parameters of the Dynamic Climate Model
Parameter

Term

Value

Units

Air temperature at the top of the PBL at the side boundary
Reference temperature
Scale height for the atmosphere density
PBL height
Surface layer height
Eddy di usion coecient in the PBL
Eddy di usion coecient in free atmosphere
Parameter of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
Latent heat of evaporation
von Karman's constant
Summer season duration
The Earth's radius
Angular velocity of the Earth's rotation
Reference speci c humidity
Air gas constant
Adiabatic lapse rate
Reference troposphere lapse rate
Speci c heat of air at constant pressure
Reference air density
Reference CO2 concentration in the atmosphere
CO2 sensitivity parameter
Parameter of the Budyko equation
Parameter of the Budyko equation
Parameter of the Budyko equation
Parameter of the Budyko equation
Cloudiness parameter
Reference cloud amount
Cloudiness albedo
Vegetation albedo
Desert albedo
Vegetation roughness
Desert roughness
Blending height
Present-day summer insolation
Present-day mean summer daily cosine of zenith angle
Potential of zonal wind velocity
Potential of the Hadley velocity
Mean zonal wind at the height of PBL
Longitude of the eastern boundary
Longitude of the western boundary
Latitude of the southern boundary

TL
T0
H0
h
zs
K0
KT
l0
L

s
ae
!
q0
R
;a
;0
cp
0
qc0

A0
B0
C0
D0

297
273.2
8.0103
1.5103
50
60
14
0.622
2.5106
0.4
7.8106
6.4106
7.410;5
3.810;3
287
9.810;3
6.510;3
1103
1.29
325
0.04
231
2.1
59
0.65
180
1.3
0.5
0.15
0.35
0.1
0.004
100
1326
0.346
2.55103
1.15103
1.7
10
15
17

K
K
m
m
m
m2/s
m2/s

0

n0
AC
Av
Ad
zv
zd
zb
I0
cos 
U

ju(h)j
1
2
1

J/kg
s
m
rad/s
m2=(s2 K)
K/m
K/m
J/(kgK)
kg/m3
ppm
W/m2
W/(m2K)
W/m2
W/(m2K)
s/m

m
m
m
W/m2
m2/s
m2/s
m/s
W
E
N
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Table 2. (continued)
Parameter

Term

Value

Units

Latitude of the northern boundary
SL relative humidity at the western boundary
SL relative humidity at the eastern boundary
SL relative humidity at the southern boundary
SL relative humidity at the northern boundary

2
fs;1
fs;2
fs;1
fs;2

28
0.8
0.3
0.6
0.8

N
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Table 3. Sensitivity of Results of Dynamic Climate
Model to Surface Albedo and Roughness
Variable

0.15

0.2

AS
0.25

0.3

0.35

115
-477
4.2
2.52
0.40
0.46

49
-514
3.2
2.08
0.27
0.38

123
-466
2.1
2.64
0.45
0.48

54
-506
1.6
2.18
0.29
0.40

z0 =0.004 (Desert)
P
Rnet
TB ; TL
w
n
fs

430
-404
6.1
3.35
0.77
0.61

315
-422
5.6
3.13
0.66
0.57

207
-446
5.0
2.86
0.54
0.52

z0 =0.1 (Vegetation)
P
Rnet
TB ; T L
w
n
fs

410
-394
3.0
3.46
0.83
0.63

311
-410
2.8
3.25
0.72
0.59

212
-434
2.5
2.98
0.59
0.54

Units are P , mm/yr; Rnet , J/m;2 ; TB ; TL , K; w, 10;3
m/s; z0 , m

Present-day
40°N

20°N

20°N

EQ

EQ
20°W

0°E

20°E

20°W

40°E

“Desert” equilibrium

0°E

20°E

40°E

“Green” equilibrium

a)

b)
Mid-Holocene
40°N

“Desert" equilibrium:
non-exist
20°N

0.15 0.2 0.25

Background albedo

EQ
20°W

0°E

20°E

40°E

“Green” equilibrium

c)

V
1
V P

0.8

0.6
P V,E
0.4

0.2

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

P, mmyr
800

F
0.15
0.1
midHolocene

0.05

0.2
-0.05
-0.1

0.4

0.6

0.8
Present day

1

V

V
1 
P V,E, presentday

V P

2

0.8
0.6

P V,E, 2xC02

3

0.4
0.2

4
1
100

200

300

400

500

P, mmyr
600

F
0.1
0.08
0.06

2xC02
6.2 kyr BP

0.04
0.02

3.6 kyr BP
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

-0.02
Presentday
-0.04

1

V

P, mmyr

500
400
300
200
100
t, kyr BP
2

4

6

8

10

